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Historical content was all over the place under the control of various vendors with expensive 

gatekeeping policies.

Content was in different formats, with the inventory of that content in a legacy tracking system that 

relied on combinations of digital locations and bar codes to physically track the media.

Media was not universally visible.

Media was not universally cataloged and it was shared using a common metaphor of search and 

organization.

Standards were light for current WIP of Series and Features, so that new digital content did not 

conform to a process for meta and media capture.

External vendors were, and will always be, a part of the production mix, so coordination of those 

vendors had to become an inherent piece of the puzzle.

New formats for project structures needed compliance, and old materials that were to reenter the 

world also needed to be transformed to these structures like Interoperable Master Format (IMF).

Capturing new content at the moment of inception and gathering native meta from the core system of

purpose (like Dailies, VFX, Shotgun, etc..) was a concept that provided huge benefits but created 

challenges.

The Challenge

Warner Bros. is by most standards the largest producer of content among all studios, 

delivering 65-80 episodic series, 24 motion pictures, dozens of specials, live shows, gaming and 

more per year. The studio uses cutting edge technologies and consistently works towards new 

models of efficiency.

In the last 18 months, WB has embarked on renewing its archive and digital preservation 

strategy, known as Preservation Inventory, as well as most, if not all, of the studio operations.



The Solution

During the process of designing the system, WB moved to become early adopters of 

Levels Beyond’s Blueprint toolset providing planning, manifest and tracking tools for the 

complete production cycle. Collectively the use of these applications transformed the 

possibilities and opportunity for efficiency in studio operations. It was and is a complete

reinvention of the space.

The new options for content inventory control and status:

Create a plan with standards for formats, data, timing and accountability.

Track the assignments and timing within the process.

Measure the performance timing and cost between contributors/creators.

Plan in advance for the new world of OTT and digital media options.

Automate and instantiate factory level processing to save time and money.

Give control where needed.

Provide access and view the content as it emerges from departments throughout the process of the content cycle.

Move items to disaster recovery and Preservation Inventory immediately upon arrival from a team 

source, and expand the ROI for preservation.

Save assets for reuse, provide them to marketing and partners earlier, and grow consumer interest more broadly.

Have flexible options for Preservation Inventory, cloud, local, hybrid, and measure the cost-effectiveness of those options.

know and control attributes that previously exploded cost and extended timelines.



Development of Archive and 

Inventory Automation

Exciting Times

WB and the team around the Preservation Inventory took on an extremely bold project. It’s success is due to the relentless

work by the WB team and the cooperation of many departments which added the support and buy-in to the vision for the

project. 

Today, WIP archive on new content is processed daily, capturing the meta, media, and extending automations using AI tools,

local and cloud tools, and maximizing direct interfaces to systems of source during all stages of the content cycle.

Content is made visible and available at the earliest possible stage of the process, and departments throughout the studio

are finding new generations of reuse, discovery, and management of the cycle. Marketing is engaged earlier. Market testing

and dynamic social options are just beginning a new era.



Opportunities

Beyond all the operational challenges, tremendous business opportunity presented itself due to OTT (digital platforms), the

opening of international markets and all sorts of new digital direct options.

Archive is no longer about preservation, it’s about inventory–getting all your content digital, searchable, visible, reusable

and able to be processed automatically from inventory to an audience. The revenue upside for most eras of content is

immense.

Using the archive process to land the studio in the position of having WIP inventory of all content during the complete

production cycle did not escape the vision of the team building the Preservation Inventory at WB. Upon having the first

moment of directly interfaced, rich meta visual standards–all departments have the possibility of immediate access, earlier

use, and more dynamic tracking of the progress of a project.

Visual Inventory Automated 

to Archive in Real Time



Automated Archive and Reusable 

WIP Occurring Simultaneously

Content Control Automated

Metadata, for automation, reuse, search and retrieve, sales and syndication, is exploding in volume for a fraction of the

cost of old vendor based processing.

Planning and using the Levels Beyond Blueprint framework is just the beginning, but the basis of the tool essentially

inverts the complete process of gathering meta and managing the content cycle. As Jeff Stevens says, “Blueprint is the

obliteration of Excel and lost communications at WB.“ Teams now plan shows, set automations, attach assignments, and

track all phases of the content cycle online. Metadata goes in before content is delivered and is attached to it when it

arrives, not after a film is made.

Automation flexibility and standards are just beginning to make the marketing and syndication cycle one that will require

almost no lab or vendor participation. Find a title visually, confirm rights for a market, and push “go.”
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WB is engaged in some exciting extensions and innovations to the system. Their teams are creating APIs and standards for access to 

those APIs for all of the studio to use.

Levels Beyond and Reach Engine–on microservices for most applications, HTML 5 for all front-ends, and hybrid to address large 

video production needs–are ready to act as a teammate within that ecosystem.

Reach Engine will basically be the content planning, content inventory, and content processing API standard that all systems can 

normalize around and work with.

Conclusion




